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B.Tech. Degree III Semester Examination November 2014

IT/]VIE 1302 ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY
(20 I 2 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answer,{II questions)

Distinguish between power transformer and a distribution transformer.

Obtain the relationship for arnowt ofcopper saved in an autotransformer.

Obtain the emf equation for a DC generator.

Explain the principle of operation of a DC motor.

(8xs= 40)

Obtain the relationship between the speed and Aequency of an altemator.

How is speed control achieved in an induction motor? Explain.

What is meant by load dispatching?

Explain the terrns (i) corona (ii) skim effect.

PART B
15 = 60)

Draw and explain the vector diagram ofa single phase transformer for a leading power (8)
factor load.
A 2,200/200v transformer draws a no-load primary current 0.6A and absorbs 400watts. (7)
Find the magntising and iron loss currents.

OR
Distinguish between current tansformer and potential tansformer. (5)
Obtain the equivalent circuit of a 200/400v 50LlZ I i transformer &om the following (t0)
t€st data.
Oc test - 200v, 0.7A, 70W on lv side SC lest. l5v, 10A, 85W - on av side. Calculate
the secondary voltage when delivering 5KI.{ at 0.8 pf lagging, the primary voltage
being 200v.

[. (a)

(b)

III. (a)

o)

ry. (a)
(b)

(1)
(8)

v. (a)
(b)

Explain the condition for maximum efficiency for a DC generator.
A long shunt DC generator running at 1000 rpm supplies 22KW at a terminal voltage
of220v. The resistance of armature, shunt field and the series field are 0.05, ll0and
0.06f,1 respectively. The overall efficienoy at the above load is 88%o. Find (i) Cu
losses. (ii) iron and friction loss (iii) the torque exerted by the primover.

OR
What are the different methods of improving commutation?
A 460v series motor runs at 500rpm taking a current of 40A. Calculate the speed and
percentage cbange in torque if the load is reduced so that the motor is taking 30A.
Total resistance ofthe armahre and field circuit is 0.8 Q . Assume flux is proportional
to the field current-

(5)
(10)

(P.r.o.)
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(5)o)

2

(a) Obtain the equation of induced emf in atr altsr$ator considering distribution as well as
short chording.
From the following i€st resulh, determine the voltage rcgulation of t Z000v, l(
altemator delivering a curretrt of l00A at 0.8 pf leading. Full toad curent of l00A is
produced on short circuit by a field excitation 2.5A. A:r emf of 500v is produced or
open circuit by the same excitatioD"

,OR
What is meant by synchronous condenser? E;plain.
An 18.65KW, 4 pole, 50Ha 3phase induction motor has friction and windage losses of
2.5%o of the ouFut. The full load slip is 4%. Compute for the full load (i) The mtor
copper loss (ii) the rotor input (iil) Shaft torque (rv) the gross elechomagnetic
torque. .

With a neat schematic, explain the working of a nuclear power p1ad.
OR

What are the difieront electrical equipments in power stations? Etplain.

vII. (a)
(b)

(s)
00)

(15)

(15)
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BTS.III.l1.14. 09s9 Reg. No.

B.Tech. Degree III Semester Examination November 2014

CS/IT 1303 DISCRETE COMPUTATIONAL STRUCTI]RES
(2012 Schene\

Time : 3 Hours

PARTA
(Acwer,{IZ questions)

L (a) Write a.n equivalent forrnula for R <+ S, which does not
conditional connectives.

(b) State the rule of resolution in proving theorems" Using

(a)

(b)

following argument.
(i) a

(ii) a"c

(iii) v,d
(c) Using pigeonhole principle, show that if9 colours are used to paint 100 hous€s, at least

12 houses will be of same colour.
(d) Differentiate between worst-case time analysis and best-case time analysis of

algorithms.

(e) Explain how a graph can be represented using adjacency matrix.

(D tr/hat is post order traversal ofa graph? Give an algoritlm for the post order traversal.

(g) Consider the set A= 11,3,5,7,\,the set of positive odd integers. Determine whether A
is closed under addition and multiplication.

What is alr algebraic system? Describe about the different properties
system.

PART B

Whal is an equivalence relation?
is an equivalence relation.
Let 'f and 'g' be firnctions defined on a set of positive infegers defined by the (7)
equations (n)=zn+l; g(n)=3n-l. Find the compositions fof, fog gofand gog.

What is meant by tle complexity of an algorithm? What are the different asymptotic (6)
notations used for representing the complexity ofalgorithms?
Show that lgn!=O(n lg n). (9)

OR
If C(n, r) represents the number of combinations of 'n' different things taken ,r' at a (S)

time, then prove that C(n,r)=--!!-. ' ln- r)trt
How many words can be constructed oftlree English alphabets (i) when repetition of 0)
alphabets is allowed and (ii) when repetition is not allowed?.

(P.T,O.)

Maximum Marks : 100

(8xs= 40)

involve biconditional and

resolution rule, prove the

(h)

(8)I[ (a)

(b)

ry. (a)

(b)

(a)

(b)
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(a)

vm. (a)

(8)

o)

(7)

(8)

(8)

(7)

(6)

o)

vII. (a)

(b)

(b)

(a)

Differentiale between the adjacency matrix rcpresentation md incidence matrix
representation of graphs. Using each method represent a complete graph Ka and a
complete bipartite graph K3,1.
What are planar graphs? Prove that the complete graph K5 is not planaf.

What is spaoning tree ofa graph? Give an algori0rm for finding the minimal spanning
tree ofa graph.
Describe the characteristics of a binary searoh tee. Explain how tle following
operations are being done in a binary search hee.

(i) hs€rting elements in the order 55 ,77 ,22,33,66,60, 63,75 and 99,(ii) Searching the hee for elements 60 and then 65.
(iii) Deleting the element 77 and then 99.

What is a semigroup? If (,Sl,t) and (S2,*) are semigroups, prove thar (StxSZ,+) isa
semigroup, where tle operator t'i' is defined by: (sl,,s2')i(sl,',s') =
(sl'*sl",s2'* s2") .

Detemine whether the algebraic system (9,+) is a group where e is the set of
rational numbers and '+' is an addition operation.

What are hasse diagramrf o"t".orin" Slfrasse diagrarn oft e partial order having the
directed gra.ph as shown:

x
R_ (,

4

3

O) Differentiate the characteristics among rings, monoids and abellian groups.

tit
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BTS.III.11.14. 0974 Reg. No.

B.Tech. Degree III Semester Examination November 2014

CS/IT 1304 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
(20 I 2 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Ma:rimum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer.4Itr questions)

(8xs= 40)

I. (a) Write the advantages ofobject Oriented Programming.

(b) Explain tunction overloading.

(c) Describe static members ofa class.

(d) Explain data hiding.

(e) What is virtual base class? Explain the working ofconstructors in virtual base class.

(D Write short notes on new and delete operators.

G) Write a program to overload any tmary operator.

(h) Explain exception handling.

PART B

Compare pmcedure oriented and object oriented programming languages.

Describe goto, breab continue and retum with suitable examples.
OR

Explain t}e key concepts of object oriented programming.

Differentiate call by value and call by refereoce.

(4 x l5 : 60)

(5)
(10)

(s)
(10)

ry. (a)
(b)

(10)
(5)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(5)
(s)
(5)

(15)

(10)

VI.

VIL

Explain friend function.
Write a program to display prime numbers using friend function.

Explain the following with example
(i) Inline tunctions
(ii) Copy constructors
(iii) Constructoroverloading

Define inheritance.

(a) Write a program to implement inheritance in bank operations

lBank -+ Account -+ Clientl

(b) What is 'this' pointer? Explain rhe uses of'this' pointer with example.

Explain tle use of class templates with an example.

List any five string handling flmctions with syntax.

Explain virtual funcuons. 
oR

List different file opening modes and explain file manipulators with example'

(a)

o)

(a)
(b)

(5)

(10)
(5)

(5)
(10)
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BTS -Ir-t I.14-0989 Reg. No.

B. Tech. Degree III Semester Examination November 2014

IT 1305 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
(2012 Scheme)

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 100

PARTA
(Arswer,4ZI questions)

Explail the significance of lintage register in subroutines. How is linkage
rnethod handled in nested subroutine?
Define bus in computer hardware. Compare different bus organizations.
Write down the cottrol sequence for the execution ofthe ins[uction -

(8x5:40)

Add (R1), Rr.
Explain Booth Algorithm with example.
When vrill you need block replaoement in oache memory? Explain any one
replacement al gorithm.
Define:

(, Memory access time
(il) Memory oycle time
(iii) Hit rate
(iv) Miss pqulty
(v) Page fault

I. (a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(D

(v) Pagetaurt 
z4 

-:-:_:!l\
Conrpare inlerrupt service routine and subroutiae. ,/ , '.rt .-nr.\ 

''. 
:.G)

(1)

IV. (a)
(b)

m.

Write short note on Daisy charn.

PART B

Define addressing modes. Explain different addressing modes lvith example. (15)
OR

What is an instruction? What are the different notations to represent an (15)
instruction? What axe the diflercnt types ofinstructions?

Explain rnicroprogrammed control.
Write short uote on prefetching ofinstructions.

OR
Explain integer division with a neat block diagram.
method).

(10)
(5)

Solve 14/3. (Restoring (15)

(15)

(15)

VI. Write notes on Virtual memory. Also explain address translation.
OR

Write notes on semiconductor RAM memorv.

Write notes on:
(D Vectored interrupls
(ir) Bus arbitration in DMA

OR
Explain ilterrEpt lale[cy.
Write notes on PCI-

VIII.
(r)
(8)

(5)

(10)

Ix. (a)

o)
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BTS.I[.11.14. 1007 Reg. No.

B.Tech. Degree III Semester Examination November 2014

IT 1306 LOGIC DESIGN AI\[D f,LECTROMC CIRCUITS
(20 I 2 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer,4ZI questions)

(8x 5 :40)
(a) Convert the following

(, (r10110111.01111), =( ),.
(ii) (2s7)N

(iii) (4F7 .As) rc
(rv) (101011),

(t0)

=o,
=o,

(5)

(5)

(5)
(5)

(8)

(7)

(8)

a)

(7)
(8)

(10)
(5)

(a)

o)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

IV.

(b) Design flrll adder using two half add;r circuit. 
-:'--:j-:-::--- -

(c) What do you mean by asynchronous and synchronous input offlip-flops?
(d) Dofine universal shift register with its applicaiions.
(e) Write the advantages ofnegative feedback amplifier.
(0 Compare FET with BJT.

G) Give schematic diagram of SCR and derive its equivalent representation in terms of
transistor.

(h) Discuss the necessary criteria for a good differentiating circuit. Give some application
ofthis circuit.

PART B

(4x l5 =60)

(a) Reduce the expression using K-Map and implement them with rmiversal gates.

ZM {0,2,4,6,7,s,10,12,13,1 5.)

(b) Explain the concept of look ahead carry adder.

(a) (i) What do you mean by prime implicants, essential prime implicants redundant
prime implicants?

(ir) Explain the postulates and theorems ofboolean algebra.
(iii) Construct XOR gate from universal gates.

(b) (t) With the help of a logic diagran and truth table, explain an octal to binary
encoder.

(i0 Write short notes on XS-3 and BCD code.

Design and implement 2 bit as),nchronous up/down counter using mode control
What do you mean by race around condition of JK flip flop? How can we avoid race
around condition?

OR
Design and implement mod 6 synckonous up counter with its waveform.
Write notes on propagation delay, noise margirl fan in, fun out.

Explain low, medium, high frequency analysis and design ofR coupled amplifier.
Explain the working ofclass B push putl amplifier.

OR
With a neat diagram, explain the working principle of JFET. Sketch and explain its (15)
drain and transfer characteristics.

vII.

VIII.

x.
(15)

(15)

Explain the construction and characleristics ofUJT.
OR

Explain two level clipping and clamping circuits using diodes.
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